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Abstract
The identification and counting of red blood cells (RBCs) in microscopic blood images can provide
useful information concerning the health of patients. Software-based cell counting has the advantages
of objectivity, speed, and convenience over the manual method. Most of the automated RBC
counting techniques in literature employed the grayscale or the green component of the red-greenblue (RGB) color images of blood smears. This work focuses on comparing the effect of using
different color layers on the performance of software-based RBC counting. Ten color layers were
extracted from different color models of blood smear images along with the grayscale conversion.
Two comparisons were made: a comparison of contrast and a comparison of RBC counting
performance using 52 blood smear images. The RBC contrast in the magenta layer of the cyanmagenta-yellow-key (CMYK) color model was at least 230% higher than that in the other layers.
Additionally, our results indicated that using the magenta layer can provide better RBC counting
performance when compared to the green, grayscale, and key layers with the p-values of p=0.0283,
p<0.0001, and p<0.0001, respectively.
Keywords: Blood Cell Count; Erythrocytes; Optical Imaging; Image Processing, Computer-Assisted;
Image Enhancement
Introduction
Blood contains three major cell types: erythrocytes or red blood cells (RBC), leukocytes or white
blood cells (WBC), and thrombocytes or platelets. RBCs constitute about 45% of blood volume
compared to about 55% for blood plasma [1, 2]. This hematocrit changes in the case of sickness,
where the number of RBCs changes according to the type and severity of the disease. Hence, the
assessment of RBC count is very important to detect as well as to follow up on the treatment of
several diseases. A decrease in RBC count could indicate anemia, leukemia, or chronic inflammation
[3, 4]. On the other hand, an increase in RBC count could indicate a poor heart function, poor lung
function, or a renal tumor [3, 4].
RBC counting was conventionally implemented manually by a pathologist using an optical
microscope. This method can be time-consuming (up to several minutes for each sample), subject to
human error and interobserver variability, and dependent on the observer’s skills. Nowadays, cell
counting can be performed automatically using a hematology counter, which must be calibrated
according to ranges specified by the manufacturer. However, hematology analysis is limited by the
manufacturer’s specifications, and it can be expensive [5-8]. Recently, hyperspectral imaging has been
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successfully employed in automated RBC counting [9-12]. It integrates conventional imaging and
spectroscopy technologies to obtain spatial and spectral information about the target. However, this
method requires employing additional specialized equipment to implement the cell counting process
(when compared to optical imaging), which increases the cost and complexity of the process.
Another automatic cell counting technique that is efficient (with relatively low false detections)
and cost-effective (requires no additional equipment) is based on applying morphological image
processing algorithms on optical microscope images of blood smears. A wide range of such
algorithms has been developed to identify and count objects in blood smear color images [13-19].
Different methods can be used to represent a color image, known as color spaces or color models.
RGB is a color model that consists of three layers: Red, Green, and Blue. HSV (Hue, Saturation, and
Value) is an alternative representation of RGB. The CMYK model consists of four layers: Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow, and Key (black). In each model, when the different layers are combined at different
ratios, the whole spectrum of different visible colors can be created. RGB and HSV are characterized
as additive color models, which mean layers are added to create a color image. In contrast, the CMYK
model is characterized as a subtractive color model since the layers are subtracted.
Most automated cell counting methods that are based on image processing start with either
isolating a color model layer or by converting the color image to grayscale. After color layer isolation,
the following steps include threshold-based segmentation, cell identification (or classification), and
cell counting [13, 15, 16, 18-20].
Several studies have suggested different methods for biological cell counting using different layers
of blood color images. Safuan et al. employed color analysis of RGB, CMYK, and HSV color models,
Otsu thresholding, and Circle Hough Transform for the segmentation and counting of WBCs with
an average accuracy of 96.92% [13]. Romero-Rondón et al. proposed an algorithm based on
Watershed transform for segmentation of overlapped RBCs using grayscale blood smear images that
achieved sensitivity and specificity values of higher than 96% [15]. Tomari et al. presented an RBC
counting analysis by considering an overlapping constraint using the green layer with an average
accuracy of 83.5% [16]. Abbas also successfully employed the green layer for the automation of RBC
counting using a histogram-based thresholding method [17]. Grayscale images were employed for the
automatic detection of the malaria parasite in blood smear images layer with an average accuracy of
83.75% by Ghate et al. [21]. As for Putzu and Ruberto, they extracted the yellow layer of blood smear
images and used it for the identification and counting of WBCs with an average accuracy of 92%.
[22].
This study was carried out to investigate the effect of using different color layers on the
performance of automated RBC counting including the ones presented in previous studies. The
employment of the following layers was compared: red, green, and blue of the RGB color model,
hue, saturation, and value of the HSV color model, and cyan, magenta, yellow, and key of the CMYK
color model along with the grayscale image. The comparison was carried out by studying the contrast
of RBCs in the images against the background and by evaluating the undercounting rate (UCR) and
the overcounting rate (OCR) of RBC counting using the different layers.
Material and Method
Eleven color layers were studied: layers of the RGB, HSV, and CMYK color models along with
the grayscale conversion of the original color image. The images used in this study (a total of 52
images of blood smears acquired from healthy subjects) were obtained from the Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukemia Image Database for Image Processing (ALL-IDB) database [23]. The images were captured
by using an optical microscope and a Canon PowerShot G5 camera. Figure 1 shows a sample blood
smear color image along with the corresponding grayscale image and the RGB, HSV, and CMYK
layers.
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Figure 1. A sample blood smear color image (sample 27 as listed in Appendix (A), Table 2)
along with the corresponding color layers: grayscale, red (R), green (G), blue (B), hue (H), saturation
(S), value (V), cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y), and key (K).
Contrast Calculations
In order to investigate the potential performance of RBC counting using different color layers,
the contrast of RBCs was calculated. A total of nine images were selected for three different blood
smears taken from three different subjects. In each image, four RBCs were selected to make a total
of 36 contrast calculations. Calculations were done by extracting a chunk inside an RBC and
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comparing it to a chunk from the background of the same size. The locations of the chunks were
chosen visually for all cases. The chunks size was set to 4x4 µm2 based on the typical RBC diameter
of 6 to 8 µm. Figure 2 shows an example of how chunks were extracted for four contrast calculations.
The following equation was used to calculate contrast values:

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡 =

| 𝐼𝐵 −𝐼𝑇 |

(1)

𝐼𝐵 +𝐼𝑇

where IB is the average intensity of the background chunk, and IT is the average intensity of the RBC
chunk. To provide a measure for the dispersion of the contrast calculations, the standard deviationto-mean ratios of the contrast values were also calculated.

Figure 2. A sample blood smear image showing how the background and RBC chunks were
extracted for four contrast calculations.
RBC Counting Framework:
Figure 3 presents the steps used in the framework of RBC identification and counting in this
work.

Figure 3. A flow chart showing the steps of RBC counting
Color Layer Extraction
RBC counting process starts with the extraction of a color model layer. All of the eleven layers
shown in Figure 1 were investigated. The magenta layer of the blood smear sample used in Figure 1
was used to demonstrate the sequence of RBC counting steps (shown in Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The magenta layer of a sample blood smear color image (sample 27 listed in
Appendix (A), Table 2).
Elimination of WBCs and Platelets
By comparing the layers shown in Figure 1, the magenta layer shows the highest contrast for
WBCs and platelets. Hence, this layer was used in this step. The layer was first converted to a binary
image using Otsu’s method (described below) to create a mask for the elimination of WBCs and
platelets. Next, morphological dilation was applied to the mask in order to reduce any artifacts
surrounding these cells. Circular dilation was used with a radius equal to 10% of the average of RBC
radii in the image (assuming that RBCs are perfect circles). Figure 5 shows the WBCs and platelets
mask along with the resulting image after masking.

a)

b)

Figure 5. (a) The WBCs and platelets mask. (b) The resulting image after masking.
Contrast Enhancement
To make full use of the available dynamic range of brightness levels in a layer, contrast
enhancement (or contrast stretching) was implemented [24]. This technique was implemented after
the removal of WBCs and platelets presented in the previous step to stretch the histogram of the
RBCs and the background without the presence of other cells. Consequently, more accurate RBC
segmentation results can be achieved since the WBCs and platelets are not presented in the histogram
of the image. Figure 6 shows the resulting image after contrast enhancement.
RBC Segmentation
Segmentation is the process of dividing a grayscale image into two homogenous regions: objects
of interest and the background. The overall performance of RBC counting is highly dependent on
the ability to segment the RBCs accurately. It has been reported that for a uniform type of image like
a blood image, threshold-based segmentation produces reliable performance [13, 15, 16]. In this
work, Otsu thresholding was used for RBC segmentation [25-27]. This operation reduces the color
layer in the previous step into a binary image. Figure 7 shows the result of Otsu thresholding of the
image in the previous step. Figure 8 compares thresholding results for all of the 11 color layers.
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Figure 6. The resulting image after contrast enhancement

Figure 7. The binary image resulting from the thresholding of the image in the previous step
Morphological Post-Processing
Several unwanted artifacts can be noticed in Figure 7. In this step, several morphological
operations are used to reduce these artifacts. Figure 9a shows the binary image after removing small
objects. Holes inside the RBCs are artifacts caused by lighting and by the concave shape of the cells.
These artifacts were reduced by using morphological closing. Additionally, morphological opening
was implemented to reduce the irregularities at the edges of the detected objects. Both morphological
closing and opening were implemented using a disk-shaped structuring element to preserve the
circular nature of RBCs. The radius of the disk was 50% of the average of RBC radii in the image.
Figures 9b and 9c show the binary image after implementing the morphological closing and opening,
respectively.
Watershed Transform and Cell Counting
Some cells in blood smear images are clumped and overlapping (Figure 9c shows a few). In the
cell counting step, several methods can be implemented to separate the overlapping cells including
Circle Hough Transform [13, 18], edge detection [28], distance transform [29], and Watershed
transform [15, 30].
In the Watershed transform (used in this work), a grayscale image is considered as a topographic
surface, and the pixels with the highest gradient magnitude intensities correspond to watershed lines
or boundaries that separate the objects that have to be segregated. To create these boundaries,
markers or seeds have to be defined near the centers of these objects. To implement this, the
Euclidean distance transform of the image in Figure 9c was first calculated (Figure 10a). For each
pixel in a binary image, the distance transform calculates a number that is the distance between that
pixel and the nearest nonzero pixel [31]. Next, the extended-minima transform was calculated, which
estimates the local minima in a grayscale image [32]. This converts the result of the distance transform
into an estimation of the centers of the objects in the binary image in Figure 9c which can be used as
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watershed markers (Figure 10b). Watershed transform was next calculated and used to separate the
overlapping cells (Figure 10c).
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Figure 8. Otsu thresholding results of the blood smear sample used in Figure 1 for the color layers:
grayscale, red (R), green (G), blue (B), hue (H), saturation (S), value (V), cyan (C), magenta (M),
yellow (Y), and key (K).
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a)

b)
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Figure 9. Morphological post-processing implemented on the image in Figure 5: (a) After
removing small objects, (b) After morphological closing, (c) After morphological opening.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 10. (a) Distance transform of the binary image in Figure 6c. (b) Extended-minima transform
of the distance transform result. (c) The binary image after applying the watershed transform
calculations. (d) The binary image after the removal of small and large objects.
Some large objects caused by false detections still appeared in the binary images at this stage
(example: the bottom left object in the grayscale image in Figure 13). To remove such objects, the
average object area in each image was calculated. Objects with areas larger than 200% of the average
object area were removed. A common rule of thumb in manual RBC counting is to exclude cells at
the edge of an image that have less than half of their area showing in the image. Objects at the edge
of the binary image having an area less than 50% of the average object area were also removed. This
gives the final result of RBC segmentation (Figure 10d) from which the RBC count was estimated.
Performance Evaluation
The cell counting technique described above was implemented on the 52 blood smear images
mentioned above. To evaluate the performance of RBC counting, manual counting was implemented
by a specialist using the color images to calculate the undercounting rate (UCR) and the overcounting
rate (OCR) of the different layers. UCR and OCR can be defined as:
𝐹𝑁
𝑈𝐶𝑅 = 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
(2)
𝐹𝑃

𝑂𝐶𝑅 = 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

(3)

where FN (or false negatives) is the number of missed cells and FP (or false positives) is the number
of falsely identified cells. Preliminary investigations showed that using magenta, green, grayscale and
key outperformed the use the other color layers in RBC counting with an advantage for magenta.
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Hence, cell counting was performed, and the UCR and OCR values were calculated, only for these
four layers.
To test if there is a significant difference between the performance of cell counting using the
magenta layer and the other three layers, unpaired t-test was carried out using Prism (Graphpad, San
Diego, CA) for the UCR and OCR values (listed in Appendix (A), Table 2) achieved by using:
magenta vs. green, magenta vs. grayscale, and magenta vs. key.
Results
Contrast Calculations

Contrast

The averages of the 36 contrast calculations for the 11 color layers are presented in Figure 11.
This figure shows high contrast average values for the hue, saturation, and key layers accompanied
by high standard deviation values. Figure 12 shows the standard deviation-to-mean ratios of the
contrast calculations. Table 1 in appendix (A) presents all the calculated contrast values.
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Figure 11. The average of the contrast values for the 11 color layers: red (R), green (G), blue (B),
hue (H), saturation (S), value (V), cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y), key (K), and grayscale (GS).
The error bars shown represent plus and minus one standard deviation.
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Figure 12. Standard deviation-to-mean ratios of contrast values for the 11 color layers: red (R),
green (G), blue (B), hue (H), saturation (S), value (V), cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y), key (K),
and grayscale (GS).
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RBC Counting and Performance Evaluation
To show the effect of using different color layers on RBC counting qualitatively, Figure 13
compares the result of RBC segmentation of blood smear sample used in Figure 1 after watershed
transform and before removing small and large objects for the following color layers: magenta, green,
grayscale, and key.

(Original image)

(M)

(Grayscale)

(G)

(K)

Figure 13. The result of RBC segmentation of the blood smear sample used in figure 1 after
Watershed transform and before removing small and large objects for the following color layers:
magenta layer (M), green layer (G), grayscale image, and key layer (K).
Quantitatively, Figure 14 present the average of UCR and OCR calculated by using the magenta,
green, grayscale, and key layers for the 52 blood smear images. Table 2 in Appendix (A) presents the
UCR and OCR calculations for all images.
Statistical analysis of the OCR and UCR values was implemented. The unpaired t-test analysis of
the OCR values achieved by using: magenta vs. green, magenta vs. grayscale, and magenta vs. key
resulted in the p-values of: p= 0.4177, p=0.1161, and p=0.3486, respectively. Image samples with
UCR values of 10% or higher for all four methods were excluded from this analysis, which leaves 45
out of 52 cases (see Appendix (A), Table 2). Figure 15 compares the UCR values of the 45 images
processed using the four methods. The unpaired t-test analysis of the UCR values achieved by using
magenta vs. green, magenta vs. grayscale, and magenta vs. key resulted in the p-values of p=0.0283,
p<0.0001, and p<0.0001, respectively. Figure 16 shows the final result of RBC segmentation using
the magenta layer of three different blood smear samples.
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Figure 14. Average UCR and OCR calculated by using the magenta (M), green (G), grayscale
(GS), and key (K) layers for the 52 blood smear images.

Figure 15. A comparison of the UCR values of the 45 images processed using the four color
layers showing mean values and error bars that represent plus and minus one standard deviation.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 16. Result of RBC segmentation using magenta layer for: (a) Image 27 (as listed in
Appendix (A), Table 2) with UCR = 4.81 and OCR = 0, (b) Image 8 with UCR = 5.05 and OCR =
2.02, and (c) Image 52 with UCR = 0 and OCR = 0.
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Discussion
The comparison of average contrast values of RBCs using the 11 color layers shown in Figure 11
indicated that the hue, saturation, and key layers could provide better performance when used in RBC
counting since they provide the highest contrast values. However, Figure 12 shows that the standard
deviation-to-mean ratios for the hue and saturation layers are significantly high (around 68% and
83%, respectively). This fact correlates well with the morphological irregularities that can be seen in
the hue and saturation images in Figure 1. It can also be noticed in Figure 11 that the contrast for the
key layer is at least 200% higher than the contrast for the other layers. This is mainly due to the low
average intensity in the key layer, which increases the contrast value since it is inversely proportional
to the average intensity in an image. These observations indicate that the hue, saturation, and key
layers can be unreliable to be used for RBC counting.
By ignoring the hue, saturation, and key layers and compare the average contrast values for the
rest of the layers, it can be seen in Figure 11 that the value for the magenta layer is at least 230%
higher than that for the other layers. Additionally, Figure 12 shows that the standard deviation-tomean ratio of the magenta layer with the value of 18.55% is the lowest among all layers. This indicates
that using the magenta layer can provide better performance for RBC counting compared to the use
of the other color layers.
Preliminary investigations of RBC counting results showed that using magenta, green, grayscale
and key outperformed the use the other color layers. RBC counting was implemented using these
four layers and the UCR and OCR values were calculated. The average OCR calculated for the
magenta layer was the lowest among the tested four layers with relatively small differences. However,
the statistical analysis of the OCR values achieved by using the magenta layer showed insignificant
advantage when compared to the green, grayscale, and key layers with p-values of larger than 11%.
Comparing the average UCR values presented in Figure 14 shows that the four layers can be arranged
according to performance (best to worst) in the following order: magenta, green, grayscale and key.
The statistical analysis of the UCR values showed that the performance achieved by using the magenta
layer can be significantly better than that for the other three layers with p-values of less than 3%. To
assure robust results, Anova and nonparametric t-test, Fisher's pairwise comparisons, and two sample
proportion test (p-test) were performed and showed consistent results. This also correlates well with
the contrast investigation results and the qualitative comparison of images in Figures 1, 8, and 13.
Some hyperspectral imaging studies used UCR and OCR as measures of cell counting
performance. Li et al. reported average UCR and OCR values of about 1.3% and 2.7%, respectively
[9]. Liu et al. reported average UCR and OCR values of about 2.5% and 1.9%, respectively [10]. On
the other hand, the performance evaluation of the method presented in this work using the magenta
layer resulted in a comparable average UCR value of 4.76% and a less than one order of magnitude
lower average OCR value of 0.16%
The number of false positives (estimated in the OCR calculations) in this study was very small
when compared to the number of false negatives (estimated in the UCR calculations). Some false
negatives were due to overlapping RBCs (see Figure 16a). These can be reduced by investigating the
use of Hough transform or a combination of Hough transform and Watershed transform [13, 15].
Another cause for false negatives was cell fractions at the edges of blood smear images (see Figure
15). These can be reduced by investigating other methods for evaluating the area of cells at the edge
of the image.
Future work will include evaluating the performance of using the magenta layer in RBC counting
more rigorously using a larger image database and by using more false detection reduction techniques.
The employment of the magenta layer in RBC counting will also be investigated along with the use
of neural networks technique and color space correction using Lab color space [33]. Additionally, the
employment of the magenta layer for the automated detection of other biological cells will be
investigated.
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